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Stochastic growth of ion cyclotron and mirror waves in Earth’s magnetosheath
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Electromagnetic ion cyclotron and mirror waves in Earth’s magnetosheath are bursty, have widely variable
fields, and are unexpectedly persistent, properties difficult to reconcile with uniform secular growth. Here it is
shown for specific periods that stochastic growth theory~SGT! quantitatively accounts for the functional form
of the wave statistics and qualitatively explains the wave properties. The wave statistics are inconsistent with
uniform secular growth or self-organized criticality, but nonlinear processes sometimes play a role at high
fields. The results show SGT’s relevance near marginal stability and suggest that it is widely relevant to space
and astrophysical plasmas.
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Earth’s magnetosheath contains solar wind particles
have been slowed, compressed and heated at the bow s
and are being deflected around Earth’s magnetopause~Fig.
1! @1#. Since the magnetosheath is not in thermodyna
equilibrium, it contains high levels of waves from freque
cies well below the proton gyrofrequency~a few Hz! to the
electron plasma frequencyf pe (;20–50 kHz)@2–5#. Atten-
tion is focused here on mirror mode and electromagnetic
cyclotron ~EMIC! waves that have frequencies of order t
proton gyrofrequency and below@2,4–7#. Observations show
these waves to be dynamically important, quantitatively li
iting proton temperature and pressure anisotropies@5–7#.
The waves are usually very bursty, with widely varying ma
netic fields that range from relative weakness to fields co
parable to the background fieldBb ~the latter suggesting a
possible role for nonlinear processes!, and persist throughou
much of the magnetosheath. Similar waves are observe
the magnetosheaths of Mercury, Venus, Mars, and the o
planets, as well as behind traveling interplanetary sho
They are often observed in laboratory plasmas and are
pected in astrophysical shock systems. In this paper i
demonstrated that a recent theory, stochastic growth th
~SGT! @8–13#, can explain many properties of these wav
including their statistics, burstiness, widely variable field
and persistence, with only a minor role for nonline
processes.

The usual ‘‘uniform secular’’ model for wave growth i
plasma physics@1,14# involves an initially homogeneou
plasma in which waves grow exponentially in time with co
stant growth rate until saturated by nonlinear proces
while the wave growth relaxes the particle distribution
wards marginal stability by reducing gradients in the veloc
distribution function ~quasilinear relaxation!. At marginal
stability, emission and absorption are balanced. Recent
has been demonstrated directly using particle measurem
and linear instability theory that the EMIC and mirror wav
in Earth’s magnetosheath are close to marginal stability
proton temperature anisotropy instabilities@5–7#. These tem-
perature anisotropies, between the temperatures perpen
lar (Tp') and parallel (Tpi) to Bb , originate partly at the
bow shock, as a result of incomplete thermalization the
and partly in the magnetosheath, due to draping of the s
wind magnetic field over the magnetopause and escap
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low pitch angle protons from the draping region~which re-
ducesTpi /Tp'!. This demonstration of closeness to margin
stability is very rare in space physics. However, the unifo
secular growth model cannot explain many properties of
EMIC and mirror waves in planetary magnetosheaths,
cluding their burstiness, highly variable magnetic fie
strengths, and their persistence far from the bow shock
throughout much of the magnetosheath. Similarly, the p
cesses limiting the wave growth remain unknown. Until r
cently resolved by SGT, similar problems were posed
Langmuir-like waves and driving electron beams associa
with type III solar radio bursts@8,9# and Earth’s foreshock
@11–13#, while persistence of electron streams is a lo
standing astrophysical problem, i.e., in radio jets and pu
magnetospheres.

SGT treats situations in which a source of free ene
interacts with driven waves and the inhomogeneous amb
medium and evolves to a state in which~1! the particle dis-
tribution fluctuates stochastically about a state very close
time- and volume-averaged marginal stability and~2! the
wave gainG is a stochastic variable in position and time. F
waves with magnetic fieldB, G and the energy growth rateG
are related to each other and a reference fieldB0 by B2(t)
5B0

2eG(t)5B0
2exp@*dtG#. SGT describes the random walk i

G using the standard wave equations

dB~r ,t !

dt
5

G~r ,t !B~r ,t !

2
;

dG~r ,t !

dt
5G~r ,t !, ~1!

FIG. 1. Earth’s magnetosheath lies between the magnetop
and the bow shock@1#.
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whereG(r ,t) is a stochastic variable rather than the spatia
homogeneous valuesG(t)5Gt and constantG assumed in
the linear phase of the uniform secular model. SGT is the
natural theory for bursty waves with widely variable fields
time and space~due to the random walk inG and logB) that
exist together with the driving distribution unexpectedly f
from its source~due to the closeness to marginal stability!.
Qualitatively, it is envisaged that preexisting inhomogen
ities in the ambient plasma define favored sites for wa
growth, in which wave-particle interactions inject fluctu
tions into the particle distribution that then evolve toward
SGT state.

This paper’s primary aim is to establish that SGT quan
tatively accounts for the functional form of the wave stat
tics, and so can qualitatively explain the growth and prop
ties of mirror and EMIC waves in Earth’s magnetoshea
This is important for several reasons:

~1! It is the first detailed explanation for these wave
burstiness, distribution of field strengths, and persistence
contrast, the uniform secular model and self-organized c
cality ~SOC! @15# are demonstrably inconsistent with the o
served wave statistics.

~2! These waves provide excellent opportunities to t
SGT’s relevance in a situation independently shown to
close to marginal stability@5,7#, and so where it is favorable
~but not certain!, that SGT will apply.

~3! Simultaneously, this is the first application of SGT
primarily magnetic waves, waves driven by ions, and to
temperature anisotropy instability.

The second aim is to argue strongly, based on these
sults and SGT’s previous successes for very differ
electron-driven waves@9,11–13#, that SGT should be consid
ered widely applicable in space plasmas and, by extensio
astrophysics. We also present weak evidence that nonli
processes coexist at high fields with SGT for both EMIC a
mirror waves.

Via the central limit theorem, the most fundamental a
testable prediction of SGT for relatively simple systems
that the probability distributionsP(G)}P(logB) should be
Gaussian inG ~lognormal inB) @8–12#:

P~ logB!5~sA2p!21e2(log B2m)2/2s2
, ~2!

where m and s are the average and standard deviation
logB[log10B, and the distribution obeys*d(logB)P(logB)
51. Using only standard wave field data, this prediction i
robust and rigorous way to test whether SGT is relev
@9,11,12#. Stochastic growth physics can coexist with a no
linear process, which removes energy from the waves at h
fields above a thresholdBc , with a revised prediction@9,10#

P~ logB!5~sAA2p!21~e2(log B2m)2/2s2

2e2(2log Bc2 log B2m)2/2s2)!. ~3!

Here the normalization factorA5erf(@ logBc2m#/A2s) in-
volves the conventional error function.

In contrast, the uniform secular growth model predict
uniform ~flat! distributionP(logB) belowBc @9#, since logB
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increases linearly with time for constantG, with differing
distibutions aboveBc for different nonlinear histories; e.g.
exponential nonlinear growth/damping leads to a unifo
distribution whereas trapping leads to a peak at a nonlin
level. SGT is also important as a member of a wide class
descriptions for instabilities in inhomogeneous systems ch
acterized by different wave statistics. These differ due
varying degrees of randomness, inhomogeneity, and inte
tions between the ambient plasma, unstable waves, and
ing distribution. In particular, whereas SGT involves logno
mal statistics and a self-consistent wave/driving distribut
system interacting in an independent, inhomogene
plasma, SOC systems@15# have power-law distributions o
properties~e.g.,B) and involve the medium, waves, and u
stable particles all undergoing mutually self-consistent int
actions. Analysis of wave statistics thus allows the physics
the wave growth and interactions with the medium to
constrained.

The consistency of SGT with the statistics of mirror a
EMIC waves in Earth’s magnetosheath is next established
comparing the SGT predictions~2! and ~3! with data from
NASA’s AMPTE-CCE spacecraft for the periods 1730–0
UT on 6 October 1984~day 280! and 0210–0420 UT on 13
December 1984~day 348!. Anderson and Fuselier@5# dis-
cussed both periods in detail using magnetometer, pro
and electron data. They identified when EMIC and mirr
waves were present, justified the mode identifications,
showed that the waves were correlated with variations in
proton temperature anisotropy. The SGT analysis prese
here uses magnetic field vectors from the AMPTE magne
meter@16#, averaged over the 6-s spacecraft period, that w
obtained directly from the National Space Science Data C
ter. Figure 2~a! presents the magnetic field amplitude as
function of time, with labels showing where Anderson a

FIG. 2. Magnetic field amplitudes as a function of time for
October 1984~day 280!: ~a! 6-s averaged data from the AMPT
magnetometer,~b! wave amplitudesB8 described in the text. Labels
show magnetopause crossings and periods with EMIC and m
waves identified in Ref.@5#.
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Fuselier@5# identified magnetopause crossings and peri
with EMIC and mirror waves. The figure shows burs
waves superposed on the varying background fieldBb . To
avoid biasing theP(logB) distribution, trends inBb are re-
moved by subtracting a centered, 11 sample, sliding estim
of Bb , and the resulting field strengthsB85uB2Bbu are
compared with SGT. Figure 2~b! shows that this procedur
removes trends inBb very well, and also provides clear ev
dence that EMIC and mirror waves are both intrinsica
bursty with widely varying amplitudes. Similar results a
found for day 348~not shown!.

Circle symbols in Fig. 3 show the observed distributi
P(logB8) for mirror waves during the period 1927–2018 U
~excising the subinterval 1946–1955, due to large-scale
tational discontinuities preventing accurate estimates ofBb)
on day 280 with 350 field samples. Error bars show6AN
uncertainties, while dotted lines are the two and five co
levels. The solid curve shows the best fit to the prediction~2!
for pure SGT, obtained by minimizingx2 using a geometric
simplex method@17# for bins with more than two counts
Very good quantitative agreement is apparent. Table I s
marizes the parameters and statistics of the fit, which
reasonable statistical significance:x2526.2 for ten degrees
of freedom: the significance probabilityP(x2) ~of obtaining
a larger x2 even if the model is correct! is 0.35%. The
dashed line shows the best fit to the prediction~3! for SGT
with a coexisting nonlinear process at high fields. Now e
cellent quantitative and statistical agreement exists, wit
higher significance probability;26%. Thus, Fig. 3 shows

FIG. 3. Circle symbols with6AN uncertainties show the ob
served probability distributionP(log B8) for mirror waves during
the period 1927–2018 UT on day 280, 1984. Dotted lines show
2 and 5 count lines. Solid and dashed lines show best fits to
SGT predictions~2! and ~3!, respectively.

TABLE I. Fits of SGT predictions to observational data.

Mode Fit m s log10Bc x2 N P(x2)

Mirror (2) 0.8760.10 0.2960.10 26 10 0.3%
Mirror (3) 1.460.5 0.4260.10 1.460.1 11 9 26%
EMIC (2) 0.7760.10 0.3060.05 5.7 11 89%
EMIC (3) 0.7760.10 0.3060.05 1.660.3 5.6 10 85%
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very strong evidence that SGT quantitatively accounts
the functional form of the EMIC wave statistics in this p
riod, and that a nonlinear process is active at high wa
fields >15 nT.

Figure 4 shows the distributionP(logB) for the period
0217–0250 UT~excising the subinterval 0231–0233, as ju
tified above for the mirror interval! on day 348, during which
EMIC waves are present@5#, for a total of 257 field samples
The format is identical to Fig. 3. Once again, fitting the SG
predictions~2! and ~3! to the observed distribution leads t
excellent quantitative and statistical agreement—P(x2)
589% and 85%, respectively. Figure 4 thus shows v
strong evidence that SGT accounts for the functional form
the wave statistics in this period, this time without significa
evidence for an active nonlinear process at high fields

Analysis of other intervals during these days, duri
which EMIC and mirror mode waves are present@5,6#, yield
analagous results~not shown!. Typically, higher statistical
significances are found for shorter intervals free from ob
ous rotational discontinuities or other changes in plasma
vironment. The evidence for an active nonlinear process a
varies from period to period, ranging from nonexistent
strong for either mode.

The observed distributionsP(logB) in Figs. 3 and 4 for
mirror and EMIC waves are thus strongly inconsistent w
both the uniform secular model and with SOC, which pred
uniform and power-law distributions, respectively. Instea
the observed distributions agree very well with the SGT p
dictions, with some evidence for nonlinear processes bec
ing active for EMIC and mirror waves and removing wa
energy at fields above'15 nT. SGT thus qualitatively ex
plains the burstiness, widely varying fields, and persiste
of the waves~and their energy source! throughout the mag-
netosheath. In addition, these results represent a succe
test of the expectation that SGT applies where a system
near marginal stability, since the mirror and EMIC wav
both occur where independent measurements and th
show@5,7# that the observed proton distributions are close
marginal stability. Put another way, both the wave statis
and the observed particle distributions are consistent with
waves and particles being near marginal stability, confirm

e
e

FIG. 4. The observed distributionP(log B8) and best fits to the
SGT predictions for EMIC waves during the period 0217–0250
on day 348, 1984, in Fig. 3’s format.
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that an SGT state has developed near marginal stability
that the theoretical hypotheses underlying SGT are s
consistent.

Why might an SGT state be attained here? Observat
ally the linear instabilities producing the EMIC and mirr
waves are driven by proton temperature anisotropies@5–7#,
with wave growth acting to decrease the temperature an
ropy. An important insight, however, is that the temperat
anisotropy rebuilds as draped magnetic field lines are car
closer to the magnetopause and particles with low p
angles and high parallel speeds~which contribute most toTi)
move along the field and are lost, which decreasesTpi and
increases the ratioTp' /Tpi . The wave-particle system thu
naturally involves a competition between destruction~by
wave growth! and rebuilding~by convection! of the free en-
ergy source in the inhomogeneous magnetosheath, as e
aged in other SGT models@9,11#. This qualitative model
appears viable but needs to be extended to predictm ands.

In conclusion, this paper presents very strong evide
that SGT accounts for the form of the field statistics of bo
EMIC and mirror waves in Earth’s magnetosheath and
provides a qualiitative theoretical explanation for th
burstiness, widely varying fields, and persistence. The
J

,

J
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served wave statistics are strongly inconsistent with b
uniform secular growth and SOC. There is weak eviden
that a nonlinear process coexists with SGT only at high fie
>15 nT. These results represent a successful test of SG
a situation where the waves are known independently to
near marginal stability. Simultaneously, this is the first app
cation of SGT to primarly magnetic waves~rather than high
frequency, primarily electrostatic waves nearf p @9,11–13#!,
to waves driven by ions rather than electrons, and to a t
perature anisotropy instability rather than a beam instabil
SGT also applies in all six contexts considered thus far, ra
ing from the solar wind~type III solar bursts and therma
waves@9,13#!, the edge and major volume of Earth’s for
shock@11–13#, to EMIC and mirror waves in Earth’s mag
netosheath. This implies that SGT should be conside
widely applicable to space plasmas, where most waves h
characteristics qualitatively indicative of SGT~burstiness,
widely varying fields, and persistence!, and so presumably to
astrophysical plasmas.
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